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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To achieve high temporal frame rate, high spatial resolution and full-vocal-tract coverage for three-

dimensional (3D) dynamic speech MRI by using low-rank modeling and sparse sampling.

Methods: 3D dynamic speech MRI is enabled by integrating a novel data acquisition strategy and an image re-

construction method with the Partial Separability (PS) model: a) a self-navigated sparse sampling strategy that

accelerates data acquisition by collecting high-nominal-frame-rate cone navigators and imaging data within a

single TR, and b) a reconstruction method that recovers high-quality speech dynamics from sparse (k, t)-space

data by enforcing joint low-rank and spatiotemporal total variation (TV) constraints.

Results: The proposed method has been evaluated through in vivo experiments. A nominal temporal frame

rate of 166 frames per second (defined based on a repetition time of 5.99 ms) was achieved for an imaging

volume covering the entire vocal tract with a spatial resolution of 2.2 × 2.2 × 5.0 mm3. Practical utility of the

proposed method was demonstrated via both validation experiments and a phonetics investigation.

Conclusion: 3D dynamic speech imaging is possible with full-vocal-tract coverage, high spatial resolution

and high nominal frame rate to provide dynamic speech data useful for phonetic studies.

Keywords: partial separability, sparsity, low-rank approximation, cone navigation, dynamic speech imaging
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INTRODUCTION

Dynamic MRI is useful for research and clinical studies in speech, especially in capturing structural and func-

tional changes of the vocal tract. Recent applications of dynamic MRI to speech-related studies include inves-

tigating articulatory dynamics (1–3), studying phonetic variability (4–7), learning language variation (8–14),

examining physiological defects (15–17), monitoring swallow functions (18, 19) and observing professional

singing or voice training (20, 21). A review of the clinical needs and impact of dynamic speech MRI can be

found in (22). Despite its wide applications, the clinical impact of dynamic speech MRI is still limited by the

intrinsic trade-offs between speed, coverage and resolution.

Imaging speed is critical for many speech-related studies because structural changes within short inter-

vals, even as short as 10 ms (9, 23), may contain important information about speech function. Significant

efforts have been made to improve the speed of speech MRI, resulting in a number of promising methods,

which include a) fast-scanning methods with specialized pulse sequences (24, 25) or parallel imaging (26, 27),

and b) model-based methods utilizing support constraints (28, 29), low-dimensional signal models (30–34)

and sparsity constraints (35–39). Effective integration of these methods has also led to greater imaging speed

(23, 40–45).

Full-vocal-tract three-dimensional (3D) coverage and high spatial resolution are also important for clinical

applications of speech MRI. Broad spatial coverage is especially useful for phonetics studies as sound pro-

duction may require coordinated movements from multiple structures with complex geometries at different

locations of the vocal tract. In particular, 3D coverage over the entire vocal tract has shown great benefits for a

number of speech-related studies (22,46). High spatial resolution, on the other hand, is needed to delineate the

gestures of small-scaled articulators. For example, a tagged-MRI study has imaged the tip of the tongue with

a high spatial resolution of 1.9 mm in order to properly model its motion (47). A review of imaging protocols

for dynamic speech MRI and the associated acquisition and reconstruction tools can be found in (48).

Although the past decade has seen significant improvement separately in the speed, coverage or resolu-

tion of speech MRI, it remains challenging to achieve all three properties at the same time. Recently, the

partial separability (PS) model-based methods have shown great potential to balance the trade-offs between

these properties. For instance, a two-dimensional (2D) multislice-based approach has enabled visualization of

8-slice speech dynamics at 12.8 fps (23). A 3D acquisition-based approach also allowed articulatory gestures

to be captured at 8.1 fps (46). Expanding upon our earlier approaches (23, 49, 50), this work aims at achieving
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full 3D dynamic speech MRI with simultaneous high temporal frame rate, broad spatial coverage and high

spatial resolution. This goal is achieved by integrating novel data acquisition strategies with PS model-based

3D acquisition and reconstruction methods. A nominal frame rate of 166 fps and a spatial resolution of 2.2 ×

2.2 × 5.0 mm3 are achieved with full vocal-tract coverage across 8 slices. The practical utility of our approach

has been systematically evaluated by numerical simulations, validation experiments and a phonetics study on

American English flaps.

THEORY

Subspace Modeling

In a dynamic speech MRI experiment, the measured data from (k, t)-space can be expressed as:

d(k, t) =

∫
I(r, t)e−i2πk·rdr+ η(k, t), (1)

where I(r, t) is the desired image series and η(k, t) is the measurement noise. For speech MRI experiments,

I(r, t) often manifests strong spatiotemporal correlation because a) speech motions are composed of move-

ments of a limited number of articulators; and b) the temporal profiles representing the bulk motions of the

articulators bear certain level of resemblance across different speech sounds. The PS model quantitatively

represents this spatiotemporal correlation with Lth-order partially separable functions (30):

I(r, t) =
L∑

l=1

ψl(r)ϕl(t), (2)

where {ψl(r)}Ll=1 denotes a set of spatial basis functions and {ϕl(t)}Ll=1 denotes a set of temporal basis func-

tions. Also, it has been shown that the Casorati matrix Î defined over the point set {I(rn, tm)}N,M
n,m=1,

Î =


I(r1, t1) · · · I(r1, tM)

... . . . ...

I(rN , t1) · · · I(rN , tM)

 , (3)

is a low-rank matrix with its rank upper bounded by L (30, 32), where N and M are the number of spatial

encodings and temporal frames. This implies that Î lives in an L-dimensional subspace (L ≪ min{N,M})

and allows the factorization Î = UV, where columns of U ∈ CN×L span the spatial subspace of Î and rows
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of V ∈ CL×M span the temporal subspace of Î (23, 30). By leveraging the correlations between the spatial

and temporal information, the PS model enables an acquisition and reconstruction method that simultaneously

achieves high spatial resolution and high temporal frame rate, as outlined below.

Data Acquisition

The (k, t)-space is sparsely sampled to obtain two data sets, the navigator and imaging data, in an interleaved

fashion (23, 49, 50). Specifically, the navigator data are acquired using a cone trajectory (23) that traverses

extended 3D k-space within short temporal intervals. This cone trajectory is chosen because it allows a good

trade-off between navigation speed, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and k-space coverage in both the low- and

high-spatial-frequency regions (23). The imaging data are acquired from distributed k-space using Cartesian

trajectories with random phase encoding orders. The use of Cartesian trajectories greatly simplifies the recon-

struction problem and results in low image distortions from magnetic susceptibility (23).

We accelerate the acquisition with a “self-navigation” strategy. Unlike previous approaches that collect

navigator data with a separate radio frequency (RF) excitation (23, 49, 50), this self-navigation strategy com-

bines the acquisition of both navigator and imaging data into one single repetition time (TR) using a multi-echo

readout (53). This combined acquisition of both data sets is particularly desirable for speech imaging applica-

tions not only because it effectively increases the imaging speed by shortening TR, but also because it avoids

missing temporal components that associate with important articulatory dynamics. Figure 1 illustrates the pro-

posed acquisition strategy with a simplified pulse sequence diagram.

Additional considerations are given to reduce the sensitivity of the acquisition to eddy currents effects. For

the above “self-navigation” strategy, it should be noted that a rephasing gradient is added prior to navigator

acquisition in the second gradient echo. This rephasing gradient ensures the navigator trajectory starts from

the center of k-space at each TR. Considering this, it is desirable to minimize the length of this gradient in

pursuance of shorter TR (so that the imaging speed is increased). However, eddy currents generated from the

prior imaging acquisition and rephasing gradients vary from TR to TR due to the random phase encoding and

directly impact the temporal signatures of the navigator data. This results in biased estimation of the temporal

subspace and unwanted temporal dynamics in the reconstructions. To address this issue, we chose the shortest

length for the rephasing gradient that result in no noticeable eddy current effects, but also maintains a high

imaging speed, determined by trial-and-error tuning of its gradient duration and ramps while examining the
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resulting reconstructions for contamination from eddy currents.

Image Reconstruction

Image reconstruction based on the PS model requires determining both the temporal and spatial subspaces,

i.e., matrix U and V, from the acquired data. In this work, we choose to determine U and V in two separate

steps. Specifically, V is determined by performing singular value decomposition (SVD) on the navigator data

(23, 30). With V determined, estimation of U can be formulated as a least-squares fitting problem (30) and is

greatly simplified as compared to alternative methods that jointly estimate U and V.

PS model-based image reconstruction using joint low-rank and sparsity constraints has been developed in

(33). The use of joint constraints has been shown to improve the conditioning of the PS model fitting problem,

and the improvement is especially apparent when high model order is required but limited measurements are

available (23, 33). Also, the spatiotemporal total variation (TV) constraint has been applied to dynamic imag-

ing in (33,54,55), such as dynamic myocardial perfusion MRI (54). Compared with a spatial-spectral sparsity

constraint (23), the spatiotemporal TV constraint simultaneously penalizes finite differences in the spatial and

temporal domains, so that the articulatory dynamics are preserved as spatiotemporal edges in the reconstruc-

tions. Extending upon these previous approaches (23,33,54,55), we develop a method that jointly imposes the

low-rank and spatiotemporal TV constraints.

The image reconstruction problem can be formulated as follows:

Û = arg min
U∈CN×L

Q∑
q=1

||Ω{FSqUV} − dq||22 + λTV{UV}, (4)

where Q denotes the number of receiver coils, Ω{·} denotes a sparse sampling operator corresponding to the

acquisition of the imaging data (and vectorizing the acquired data in a columnwise fashion), F denotes a spa-

tial Fourier transform matrix, Sq denotes the sensitivity map of the qth coil, dq denotes the sparsely acquired

imaging data samples from the qth receiver coil, and λ denotes a regularization parameter. The TV operator

is defined as TV{UV} =
∑M

j=1

∑N
i=1 ||DiUVj||1, where Vj is the jth column of V , Di ∈ C3×N is a gradi-

ent operator taking finite differences at the ith pixel of the image along spatially horizontal, spatially vertical

and temporal directions (finite difference along the slice direction was not incorporated due to computational

considerations). A numerical algorithm based on half-quadratic regularization with continuation is applied to

solve Eq. 4 (55).
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METHODS

Experiments were performed on a Siemens Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany)

with the following features: a field strength of 3 T, a gradient strength of 40 mTm−1, a maximum slew rate of

176 Tm−1s−1 and a 12-channel head receiver coil. Based on the proposed self-navigation strategy, a FLASH

sequence has been developed to acquire data with the following parameters: a TR of 5.99 ms, an echo time

(TE) of 1.85 ms for the imaging data, a TE of 3.25 ms for navigator data, an acquisition matrix size of 128 ×

128 × 8, a FOV of 280 × 280 × 40 mm3 and a spatial resolution of 2.2 × 2.2 × 5.0 mm3. When acquiring the

necessary data that targets at a model order of around 70, as was done in this work, the acquisition time was

7 min 12 s (increasing the model order by 1 requires an increase of approximately 6.13 s in acquisition time).

With the proposed image reconstruction method, the recovered image sequence allows visualizing the entire

vocal tract at a nominal frame rate of 166 fps (defined based on the reconstruction of a full 3D volume at each

TR of 5.99 ms).

Prior to the acquisition of the dynamic imaging data, a pilot scan was performed to determine the sensitiv-

ity profiles of the receiver coils. The estimated sensitivity profiles were assumed to be time-invariant for the

subsequent image reconstruction. During the acquisitions, the voice of subjects was simultaneously recorded

at a sampling rate of 8 kHz through a fiber-optic microphone with active noise cancellation (Dual Channel

FOMRI, Optoacoustics, Or Yehuda, Israel). The head motion of each subject was minimized by fixing the

positions of the patient’s head in the receiver coil with foam pads. Informed consents were obtained for all

subjects and the experiment was carried out in accordance with regulations of the Institutional Review Board

at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Numerical Simulations

A generic numerical phantom for 3D dynamic speech MRI has been created and simulation studies have been

performed to characterize the performance of the proposed method. The phantom was designed to simu-

late multi-channel, complex-valued dynamic speech imaging data. Specifically, this numerical phantom was

constructed from an initial reconstruction from an in vivo dynamic MRI experiment, where the subject was

requested to produce repetitions of /loo/-/la/-/lee/-/la/ sounds at his own speaking rate. The created numerical
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phantom had a matrix size of 128 × 128 × 8, a FOV of 280 × 280 × 40 mm3, a spatial resolution of 2.2 × 2.2

× 5.0 mm3, a TR of 5.99 ms and a total number of 71680 time frames.

Simulated data acquisition followed the (k, t)-space sampling strategy as described in the THEORY sec-

tion. At each TR, the imaging data were created by taking samples along one Cartesian line in 3D k-space

according to a randomized phase encoding order; the navigator data were created by sampling from a 3D cone

trajectory in k-space using an NUFFT-based routine (56). Sensitivity profiles were taken directly from the

initial scan. White Gaussian noise was added to data from each receiver coil, such that the simulated data

had a noise level that was comparable to the in vivo acquisitions. With this simulated sampling strategy, a

full set of data was acquired after sampling 71680 time frames from the numerical phantom (equivalent to

an acquisition length of 7 min 12 s). Reconstruction from simulated data was performed using the proposed

method: V was first determined by performing SVD on the navigator data; U was then estimated according to

the strategy as described in the THEORY section. A model order of 70 and a regularization parameter of 1.31

× 10−6 were chosen as described in the DISCUSSION section. The following reconstruction error was used

to quantitatively assess reconstruction quality (33),

error =
||Ip −UV||F

||Ip||F
, (5)

where Ip represents the numerical phantom and || · ||F represents the Frobenius norm. Simulation results on the

generic numerical phantom were summarized in Supporting Figure S1 of the supplementary document.

A modified numerical phantom was also created based on the generic phantom to characterize the frame

rate achievable with the proposed method. Specifically, the generic phantom was augmented with a high-

temporal-frequency flashing pattern - a bright cube was positioned above the subject’s forehead and appeared

on every other time frame. This flashing pattern was appropriate for characterizing the imaging speed because

it requires an effective frame rate of at least 166 fps to be properly captured. Simulation results on the modified

numerical phantom were summarized in Supporting Figure S2 of the supplementary document.

Validation Experiments

Four volunteers participated in the validation experiments. Two volunteers were male and the other two were

female. All volunteers were native speakers of American English and they had an age range of 23 to 38 years.

During data acquisition, volunteers were requested to recurrently produce /loo/-/lee/-/la/-/za/-/na/-/za/ at their

natural speaking paces.
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To investigate whether the proposed method indeed allows for improved spatiotemporal dynamics, we con-

ducted two additional acquisitions to compare the performance of our 3D imaging method versus that of a

previous 2D multi-slice method (23). A male speaker of American English volunteered for both experiments

- the 3D acquisition followed the imaging protocol as described above, whereas the 2D acquisition followed

a dynamic 8-slice imaging protocol described in (23), where the full frame rate is split across the 8 slices

due to interleaved acquisition of each slice, resulting in a nominal frame rate of 12.8 fps. In order to enable

roughly synchronized comparison of the associated temporal dynamics, the subject was requested to produce

sound following visual cues (“karaoke” scripts of /loo/-/lee/-/la/-/za/-/na/-/za/ sounds) synchronized for both

acquisitions. Notice that the mismatch in temporal articulatory motion is minimized with the visual cue, but a

certain level of temporal misalignment may still exist with this experiment design.

Application to Phonetics Studies

The proposed method was also applied to a phonetics study on the articulation of flaps - a subset of consonant

sounds that are challenging to study because they occur for a brief duration of ∼20 ms (57). Many existing

methods in articulatory phonetics lack sufficient frame rate to capture the tongue postures associated with these

brief events. In this paper, particular interest was placed on applying our method to analyze tongue postures

in American English flaps - sounds that are characterized by a single, short closure made with the apex of the

tongue contacting the alveolar ridge (57). These flaps are usually realized when an alveolar stop (/t/ or /d/)

occurs intervocalically after a stressed syllable. Traditional phonological theories claim that these two flaps (/t/

and /d/) lose all distinction (58) in their acoustic characteristics and, therefore, in their underlying articulatory

gestures, as well. Recent experimental studies, however, have implied that a slight acoustic distinction may

exist between these flaps (59). It is worth noting that this claim has only been demonstrated using acoustic

evidence (60), without imaging evidence of the underlying articulatory differences.

In order to determine whether the articulation of these two flaps manifests any gestural difference, we ac-

quired these flaps with carrier phrases in a dynamic MRI experiment. Specifically, a single female speaker of

Mid-Atlantic American English (a dialect known to demonstrate acoustic differences (61)) volunteered as the

subject. The speaker was requested to repeat the minimal pair “writing” and “riding” in a carrier phrase (“I

said X to you”) at a normal speaking rate for the length of acquisition. After acquisition, the boundaries of

the /t/ and /d/ flaps from the carrier phrase were annotated using the synchronously acquired acoustic signal
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and a representative frame associated with each flap was manually selected after the annotation. In addition,

a rectangular region of interest (ROI) that included the tongue and oral cavity was defined afterwards on the

reconstructed imaging volume for the convenience of ensuing phonetics analysis.

With the annotated flaps and the predefined ROI, two previously developed phonetic analysis methods were

applied to reveal the distinction between the flaps. Specifically, a deformation-based analysis method (62, 63)

was employed to measure the vertical distances between the tongue tip and alveolar ridge for /t/ and /d/ flaps,

respectively, among every frame within the duration of each flap across 137 occurrences. In addition, another

analysis method based on the principal component analysis (64) was also applied. Visualization of the prin-

cipal components (PC) projected back onto the original pixels in the image was displayed using a heat map,

which allowed for identification of the relationship between PCs and pixel intensity in different parts of the

image. This in turn allowed us to infer the association between PCs and differential movements of the tongue.

RESULTS

Validation Experiments

Figure 2 shows tongue gestures of the upper vocal tract from a 3D imaging experiment where a subject was

asked to produce /loo/-/lee/-/la/-/za/-/na/-/za/ sounds. Specifically, Figure 2a and 2b show tongue gestures at

the onset of the /l/ sound and /a/ sound in the /la/ syllable, respectively. Although the /l/ and /a/ sounds tran-

sition within a brief duration (∼20 ms), apparent differences in tongue gestures are still captured with great

spatial detail: the tip of the tongue is elevated towards the alveolar ridge to prepare for the production of /l/

sound, while the tongue retracts to a resting position to produce /a/ sound. In addition, it is noticed that the

velum at slice 4 is not in full contact with the velopharyngeal wall. This is not unexpected because /l/ is often

classified as a “liquid” consonant, whose production does not require full buildup of intraoral air pressure and

tight velopharyngeal closure.

We then investigated if an increased nominal frame rate of the 3D acquisition improves spatiotemporal

dynamics over a previous lower-nominal-frame-rate 2D acquisition. Figure 3 shows direct comparison of tem-

poral dynamics from the proposed method (with a nominal frame rate of 166 fps) versus that from a previous

2D multi-slice method (23), where the full frame rate is split across the 8 slices and results in a nominal frame

rate of 12.8 fps. Specifically, representative temporal profiles are taken along strips across the tongue tip from
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both reconstructions (slight temporal mismatch in tongue motion can be observed as the reconstructions are

performed upon two separate, but temporally guided experiments as described in the Methods section). As can

be seen, the temporal profile from the 3D method displays sharper temporal transitions of the tongue motion

compared with its 2D couterpart. By comparing the associated temporal dynamics along the dashed line seg-

ments, it is apparent that a similar temporal motion pattern is shared by the two reconstructions, but the 3D

method offers richer spatiotemporal information. Even for regions that involves less motion, such as the lower

chin, the 3D method still provides enhanced spatiotemporal dynamics.

To further investigate the shaping of the tongue, we examined the images during the time point of contact

between the tongue and the alveolar ridge. As our method captures an imaging volume covering the vocal

tract, great flexibility is allowed to visualize tongue gestures in arbitrary planes. For instance, Figure 4a shows

mid-sagittal, coronal and axial views of the tongue during the production of /l/ sound. At this time point, the

tongue comes into full contact with the alveolar ridge and its gesture is well captured across all view planes.

When the tongue retracts to its resting position and continues to the /a/ sound, as seen in Figure 4b, its gesture

is reflected in coronal and axial planes as darkened intensity. In addition, incomplete velopharyngeal closure is

observed as in Figure 2. This is reasonable because the /l/ sound is immediately followed by the “low” vowel

/a/ which itself is often produced with a lowered soft palate position as shown in Figure 4b.

Application to Phonetics Studies

The proposed method provides high-quality spatiotemporal dynamics to systematically study the production

of flaps, which is a challenging task to perform if only acoustic recordings are available. Figure 5 shows rep-

resentative imaging and statistical results in the analysis of /t/ and /d/ flaps during the phrases “I said writing

/ riding to you”. Figure 5a compares the respective tongue gestures between the two flaps - the /t/ flap has a

slightly more superior tongue position compared with the /d/ flap. We then quantitatively measured the aver-

aged tongue tip - alveolar ridge distances with a deformation-based method (62) for the /d/ and /t/ flaps over a

normalized duration (the original durations are ∼66 ms for the /d/ flaps and ∼54 ms for the /t/ flaps). As shown

in Figure 5b, a larger averaged distance for the /d/ flaps is observed at the beginning of the normalized duration,

while the distances from the two flaps converge at the end. In addition, the above results are validated with

a phonetic analysis based on both heat maps and principal component (PC) scores (64). As seen with Figure

5c, the /t/ flaps have a higher correlation with PC1 than the /d/ flaps, as evidenced by “greener” pixels in the
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heat map around the tongue tip. The higher intensity of green pixels suggests that the /t/ flaps exhibit greater

anterior movements (64) in the tongue apex region in its articulation. This result was statistically verified in a

one-way ANOVA (F = 104.7, p < 0.001). The above analyses demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

method in analyzing sounds that are otherwise difficult to study from acoustic recordings.

DISCUSSION

The proposed method improves imaging speed and spatial coverage by integrating a self-navigation scheme

into 3D acquisitions. The self-navigation scheme allows faster sampling as it removes the overhead associated

with a separate RF excitation and, instead, collects the navigator data at a later echo time in each TR. In par-

ticular, a TR of 5.99 ms is achieved with the proposed self-navigation scheme, while an overall TR of 9.81

ms per slice was used with a “separate RF excitation” approach for previous 2D multislice acquisitions (23).

Moreover, the proposed self-navigation scheme optimized the length of the refocusing pulse to ensure there

exists no significant impact from the eddy current effects on the reconstruction while maintaining a relatively

short TR.

The proposed method reveals subtle temporal and spatial changes in the production of American English

flaps. It is known in phonetics that a voiced consonant (such as the /d/ flap) lengthens the sounds preceding it

(65), while a voiceless consonant (such as the /t/ flap) does not. The present study provides sufficient frame

rate to corroborate this with the finding that the sounds preceding the /d/ flaps are on average ∼12 ms longer

than those preceding the /t/ flaps. This finding may suggest that a neutralization in vowel space is involved

for the first element of the sounds preceding the /t/ flap, whereas a fuller representation of a low back vowel

is realized for the /d/ flap. To verify this hypothesis, we compared the associated spatial details (i.e., averaged

tongue-tip - alveolar ridge distances) over a normalized duration. The results agree with the hypothesis and

show that a lower position of the tongue indeed placed the tongue tip in a more posterior position for the /d/

flaps compared with the /t/ flaps. Our method reveals the subtle difference between two perceptually similar

flaps, which are difficult to distinguish via acoustic recordings. The results allow us to conclude that the /t/ and

/d/ flaps have articulatory differences, while sharing a general gesture.

Although our method has demonstrated a number of merits, several aspects need to be considered to obtain

high-quality reconstructions. First, it is important to rigorously define the true temporal resolution achievable
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from our method. In contrast with a linear imaging method, whose resolution property can be characterized

by a shift-invariant point spread function (PSF), our method is a nonlinear imaging method and its resolution

is difficult to characterize because the associated PSF may be shift-varying or object-dependent. Although

improved spatiotemporal dynamics are demonstrated in Figure 3, a rigorous measure of the true temporal res-

olution is challenging to define as it may vary from voxel-to-voxel, frame-to-frame and non-linearly interact

with the spatiotemporal features of the object being imaged. To avoid potentially misleading statements on

the truly-achieved resolution, a uniform nominal frame rate was used as an empirical measure of the temporal

resolution. It should also be noted that other empirical measures exist to describe the resolution for nonlinear

imaging methods. For instance, the local PSF (66) for our method has a full width half maximum of 1.1 voxel

and corresponds to a nominal frame rate of 151 fps, but systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of these

measures is needed for future research.

Practical limits exist in the available acceleration from the proposed acquisition strategy. Although a high

nominal frame rate is achieved to allow potentially the study of short speech patterns, the actual scan time

increases on the order of 6 s for each model order increase and the total acquisition length is on the order of 7

min with the current imaging protocol. Also, practical limit in acceleration exists because the self-navigated

scheme requires playing out a gradient rephaser prior to the navigator (as illustrated in Figure 1). Higher frame

rate requires increased slew rates in the rephaser, which consequently induces eddy currents that we have seen

compromise the quality of the navigator. Careful control on gradient switching and slew rate limits, therefore,

is essential to prevent the impact of eddy currents on the accuracy of the estimated temporal subspace. In

this paper, we carefully limited the length of the rephaser to be 890 µs and we have observed in preliminary

studies that shorter durations result in eddy current artifacts as higher-temporal-frequency information spread

throughout the reconstructed image. Our method may benefit from theoretical characterization and systematic

validations of the eddy current effects in the future.

The proposed method requires the experimenter to determine an appropriate model order L. In this work, L

is chosen empirically based on visual inspection of reconstruction quality including the discerniblity of small-

sized articulators, the level of temporal blurring during frame-to-frame transitions, and the overall readability

of the reconstructed articulatory motion. Based on these features, an L of 70 was chosen in this work and it has

consistently yielded good empirical result for the reported experiments. It should be noted, however, that there

exists other quantitative-metric-driven approaches (67, 68) to guide the selection of L, although integration of

these approaches and systematic evaluation of their performance will be performed in future research.
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Like many imaging methods that involve regularized reconstructions, the performance of our method is

influenced by the selection of regularization parameters. In this work, the proposed formulation assigns a

uniform regularization parameter λ to the spatiotemporal TV constraint along all spatial and temporal dimen-

sions. It should be noted that a refined selection of λ, such as assigning a separate regularization parameter

along each of the three spatial dimension and the temporal dimensions, may lead to improved reconstruction

quality. Also, the value of λ in this work is chosen based on the discrepancy principle as discussed in (33, 69),

while other alternative methods exists (70) and systematic evaluation of these methods will be an interesting

future research topic.

The proposed method may pose a computational burden in the context of clinical applications due to the un-

derlying high-dimensional optimization problem involved. For instance, reconstruction time of 71680 frames

at 166 fps (defined based on a TR of 5.99 ms) from a data set obtained from a 7 min 12 s scan with 12 receiver

channels was around 12 hour 36 min on a 32-core 512GB-memory workstation without code optimization.

Acceleration of computation can be realized by leveraging computational methods, such as those exploiting

graphical processing units (71), but adaptation of these methods to such a large-scale optimization problem

may not be trivial and is beyond the scope of this work.

CONCLUSIONS

High-frame-rate 3D full-vocal-tract dynamic speech MRI has been achieved by exploiting a) an acquisition

strategy with 3D spatial encoding and a volumetric self-navigated scheme, and b) an image reconstruction

method based on joint low-rank and spatiotemporal-TV constraints. The proposed method has been validated

in speech imaging experiments, achieving a nominal imaging speed of 166 fps (defined based on a TR of 5.99

ms) with a spatial resolution of 2.2 × 2.2 × 5.0 mm3 for an imaging volume covering the entire vocal tract. Its

effectiveness has also been demonstrated through a phonetic study on American English flaps.
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Figure 1: A simplified pulse sequence diagram for the proposed “self-navigated” data acquisition strategy. Within a

single TR, the imaging data set is acquired at early echo time using a Cartesian trajectory with random phase encoding,

while the navigator data set is acquired at later echo time using a cone trajectory.
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Figure 2: Mid-sagittal articulator gestures of the upper vocal tract during the production of /loo/-/lee/-/la/-/za/-/na/-/za/

sounds. Articulator gestures of /l/ sound in the /la/ syllable is shown in (a). Articulator gestures of /a/ sound in the /la/

syllable is shown in (b).
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Figure 3: Comparison of temporal dynamics from the proposed method and from a previous 2D multi-slice method: (a)

the temporal profile along a strip across the tongue tip from a 3D reconstruction; the associated temporal dynamics along

a red dashed line segment; (b) the temporal profile along a strip across the tongue tip from a 2D multi-slice reconstruction;

the associated temporal dynamics along a green dashed line segment. Improved temporal dynamics and shaper temporal

transitions are seen with the 3D reconstruction.
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Figure 4: Visualization of sound production at mid-sagittal, coronal and axial planes: (a) the production of /l/ in the /la/

sound; (b) the production of /a/ in the /la/ sound. The placement of coronal and axial planes are indicated with yellow

and red colors, respectively.
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Figure 5: Mid-sagittal reconstructions and phonetics analyses of the production of American English flaps: (a) repre-

sentative tongue gestures at the production of the /d/ and /t/ flaps; (b) averaged distances between the tongue tip and the

alveolar ridge for the /d/ and /t/ flaps over a normalized duration; (c) top row shows spatial maps associated with the first

principal component (PC1) for the flaps; bottom row shows statistical results of higher PC1 score for /t/ flap than /d/ flap

sound (suggesting higher level of tongue apex protrusion and tongue blade elevation).
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Figure 1:

A simplified pulse sequence diagram for the proposed “self-navigated” data acquisition strategy. Within a

single TR, the imaging data set is acquired at early echo time using a Cartesian trajectory with random phase

encoding, while the navigator data set is acquired at later echo time using a cone trajectory.

Figure 2:

Mid-sagittal articulator gestures of the upper vocal tract during the production of /loo/-/lee/-/la/-/za/-/na/-

/za/ sounds. Articulator gestures of /l/ sound in the /la/ syllable is shown in (a). Articulator gestures of /a/

sound in the /la/ syllable is shown in (b).

Figure 3:

Comparison of temporal dynamics from the proposed method and from a previous 2D multi-slice method:

(a) the temporal profile along a strip across the tongue tip from a 3D reconstruction; the associated temporal

dynamics along a red dashed line segment; (b) the temporal profile along a strip across the tongue tip from a

2D multi-slice reconstruction; the associated temporal dynamics along a green dashed line segment. Improved

temporal dynamics and shaper temporal transitions are seen with the 3D reconstruction.

Figure 4:

Visualization of sound production at mid-sagittal, coronal and axial planes: (a) the production of /l/ in the

/la/ sound; (b) the production of /a/ in the /la/ sound. The placement of coronal and axial planes are indicated

with yellow and red colors, respectively.

Figure 5:

Mid-sagittal reconstructions and phonetics analyses of the production of American English flaps: (a) rep-

resentative tongue gestures at the production of the /d/ and /t/ flaps; (b) averaged distances between the tongue

tip and the alveolar ridge for the /d/ and /t/ flaps over a normalized duration; (c) top row shows spatial maps

associated with the first principal component (PC1) for the flaps; bottom row shows statistical results of higher

PC1 score for /t/ flap than /d/ flap sound (suggesting higher level of tongue apex protrusion and tongue blade

elevation).
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Supporting Figure S1:

Comparison of spatial details and temporal dynamics of: a) the numerical phantom; and b) recon-struction

of simulated data. Temporal profiles (∼40s) along a strip at the yellow line across the tongue tip on the 4th

mid-sagittal plane are compared for the phantom (red) and the reconstruction (green). Absolute difference of

the temporal profiles (scaled by a factor of 2) is also shown.

Supporting Figure S2:

Mid-sagittal reconstructions and phonetics analyses of the production of American English flaps: (a) rep-

resentative tongue gestures at the production of the /d/ and /t/ flaps; (b) averaged distances between the tongue

tip and the alveolar ridge for the /d/ and /t/ flaps over a normalized duration; (c) top row shows spatial maps

associated with the first principal component (PC1) for the flaps; bottom row shows statistical results of higher

PC1 score for /t/ flap than /d/ flap sound (suggesting higher level of tongue apex protrusion and tongue blade

elevation).
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 1 

Supplementary Document 

In this supplementary document, we provide results from the numerical simulations as validation 

to the performance of the proposed method. The paper has presented reconstructions from in vi-

vo acquisitions of real speech tasks, demonstrating that our method is capable of resolving mo-

tion on the order of the nominal frame rate and with good spatial resolution. However, given that 

no other dynamic speech imaging method is capable of spatially and temporally resolving the 

motions as demonstrated in the paper, a validation experiment is in general challenging since no 

suitable existing data or model is available.  

    Further, we provide simulation results in this document to demonstrate that the nominal frame 

rate can be achieved with the proposed method. Although the simulations yield good empirical 

results, the reader should keep in mind that our method is a nonlinear imaging method and its 

exact performance results on a particular data set may depend on the quality and characteristics 

of that specific data set.  

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Supporting Figure S1 shows representative simulation results from the generic phantom. The re-

constructed spatiotemporal dynamics are consistent with those in the phantom and has a recon-

struction error of 0.0472. Specifically, Supporting Figure S1a and S2b show tongue gestures 

from the same time frame for the phantom and the reconstruction, respectively. Articulatory ges-

tures of the phantom are well captured with great spatial details in the reconstruction. To further 

evaluate the quality of the reconstructed dynamics, temporal profiles for both the numerical 

phantom (red box) and the reconstruction (green box) are compared. As seen, the reconstruction 

faithfully represents the temporal dynamics of the phantom without significant temporal blurring, 

which is also evident by examining the absolute difference in the temporal profiles. Supporting 

Figure S1 demonstrates that our method is capable of capturing high-quality spatiotemporal de-

tails for dynamic speech MRI.  

    Supporting Figure S2 shows representative results from the modified phantom. In particular, 

Supporting Figure S2a shows a reconstructed time frame with the added “on” pattern – the added 

bright cube positions above the subject’s forehead and is indicated by a yellow arrow. As con-

trast, Supporting Figure S2b shows an ensuing time frame that has the “off” pattern. Supporting 

Figure S2c shows a reconstructed temporal profile along a strip across the subject’s tongue tip. 

As seen, the temporal varying pattern and the dynamics of articulatory motion are both well cap-

tured by the reconstruction. Even in the zoom-in view of the reconstructed temporal profile, the 

level of temporal blurring is small. Supporting Figure S2 demonstrates that the proposed method 

is capable of capturing temporal events that require a frame rate of 166 fps. It may also be feasi-

ble to validate our method’s capability to capture temporal events at higher frame rates if proper 

numerical phantoms were designed. The construction and evaluation on such phantoms will be 

performed on future research.  
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Supporting Figure S1: Comparison of spatial details and temporal dynamics of: a) the numerical phan-

tom; and b) reconstruction of simulated data. Temporal profiles (~40s) along a strip at the yellow line 

across the tongue tip on the 4th mid-sagittal plane are compared for the phantom (red) and the reconstruc-

tion (green). Absolute difference of the temporal profiles (scaled by a factor of 2) is also shown.  

Supporting Figure S2: Characterization of the nominal frame rate using a modified numerical phantom 

with a flashing temporal pattern every other frame: a) a time frame that has a bright cube that is positioned 

above the subject’s forehead; b) a time frame that has no added bright cube; c) the temporal profile along 

the yellow line across the tongue tip on the 4th mid-sagittal plane (top) and its zoom-in view (bottom). It is 

obvious from the zoom-in view that the temporal blurring in the reconstructed temporal profile is small.  
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